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ABSTRACT 

Numerical solutions have been obtained for mass transfer behavior 

during countercurrent flow of two fluid phases across a short contact in-

terval fixed in space. Two simplified models were considered: Model 1 

postulates a simple penetration behavior for both phases) whereas Model 2 

postulates a laminar boundary layer behavior for one phase and a simple 

penetrat·:ion model for the other. 

Results show that the overall rate of mass transfer for these models 

is higher than that predicted by the classical two-film addition of resis-

tances equation). the maximum deviation being +20% for Model l and +14% for 

Model 2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Applications of mass transfer between fluid phases in countercurrent 

flow are extremely common in practice, yet fundamental analysis of the trans-

port process occurring in such situations is difficult and has received little 

attention. Except for rudimentary two-film theory, all basic models of mass 

transfer across a fluid interface consider only one phase at a time, usually 

under the assumption of a constant surface concentration. Combination of 

individual phase coefficients predicted in this manner without considering 

the interaction between the phases is in general not reliable. 6 

In essentially all practical fluid-fluid mass transfer processes the 

mass transfer ~oefficient for either or both phases can logically be expected 

to vary with surface position and with the age of the surface since its for-

mation. Such is the picture presented by the penetration or surface-renewal 

theories and by laminar and turbulent boundary layer theories. If the mass 

transfer coefficient fot either phase varies and the flow patterns are not 

perfectly matched so as to provide a constant ~ of mass transfer coef-

ficients at all points of interface, the surface concentrations must also 

vary even though the bulk compositions of both phases remain constant. 

·Of particular concern for the design or analysis of processing equip-

ment is the concept of the addition of individual phase mass transfer coef-

ficients, each measured in the absence or suppression of resistance in the 

other phase. This is usually accomplished through use of the equation: 

(l) 

!"· 

~--

'~ 
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where K
1 

is the overall mass transfer coefficient based on a driving force 

of bulk Phase l concentration minus that in equilibrium with the bulk Phase 

* * 2 concentration, k1 and k2 are individual mass transfer coefficients for 

either phase measured in the absence or suppression of resistance in the 

0ther phase, and ·m is the slope of the linearized equilibrium curve 

(2) 

6 
As has been shown elsewhere, two of the restrictions necessary for 

this equation to hold true over a finite interfacial area are the following: 

l). There must be no interaction between the individual phase coef-

ficientsj i.e., k1 at any point must be independent of the magni

tude of k2, and vice versa. 

2). The ratio (mk
1
/k2 ) must be constant at all points of interface. 

It has also been shown that deviations fromcEq.· .(1) may be approached by 

considering the separate effects of deviations occurring within single surface 

exposures and deviations caused by combining all surface exposures into a 

single, overall apparent coefficient. The remainder of this report is con-

cerned with the effects occurring within a single surface exposure. 

Cocurrent Flow 

Figure la depects a simple ~mT,ent surface exposure of two fluid 

phases across an interface fixed in space. A case equivalent to the appli-

cation of the penetration model to both phases (laminar flow with the neglect 

of velocity gradients near the interface if the bulk velocities are different) 

has been solved by Marshall and Pigfordj 9 while the case of laminar boundary 

layers within both phases (allowance for the velocity gradients) has been 
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ll solved by Potter. In both instances the surface concentrations remain 

constant along the exposure interval as long as a straight-line equilibrium 

relationship is obeyed. 'The individual mass transfer coefflcients are conse-

quently the same for each phase as when determined in the absence of mass ~ •.. 

transfer resistance in the other phase, and Eq. (l) is obeyed exactly. These 

are instances when the flow configurations are perfectly matched so as to 

produce a constant ratio mk1/k2 at all point of interf~ce. 

In the general case of arbitrary flow models for transient mass trans-

fer in cocurrent flow, the surface concentration gradient or individual mass 

transfer coefficient for each phase at a point of interface will be a function 

of surface concentrations at earlier surface ages, or at points of interface 

farther to the left in Fig. la:.. A prediction of the overall mass transfer 

behavior can then, in principle, be obtained by means of an iterative numerical '. 
solution of the appropriate·differential equations, proceeding from the left 

of the diagram to the right. In any event the surface concentrations should 

not vary widely since the individual mas\3 transfer coefficients should both 

be decreasing functions of surface age. Consequently Eq. ( 1) should be closely 

obeyed. 

Countercurrent Flow 

The countercurrent flow situation presented in Fig. lb cannot be 

analyzed in as ready a fashion as the cocurrent flow case. In the first 

place, the surface concentrations cannot be expected to be constant along 

the interval since the surface concentration of Phase l should be that of the 

bulk of Phase l at the right and in equilibrium with the bulk of Phase 2 at 

the left. Second, since the surface concentration gradient within either 

phase at a point of interface is a function of surface conditions at earlier 
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ages, the gradient in Phase l will be d~pendent upon behavior to the right 

of the point while the gradient in Phase 2 will be dependent upon behavior 

to the left of the point. A simple iterative solution from one end of the 

interface to the other is no longer possible, and instead the surface con-

ditions of the entire exposure interval must be known or assumed in order to 

predict the mass flux across the interface at any point. 

As a result of this added complexity, no mass transfer solutions have 

been reported for cases of countercurrent flow where transient effects must 

be considered in both phases. On the other hand, several authors have solved 

the case of a penetration model for one phase in contact with a simple film 

- 3 8 10 12 
model for the second phase. ' ' ' The result is obtained analytically, 

since the transient nature of the second phase has been removed and the sur-

face.boundary condition for the first phase has been changed in a readily 

definable way from that of a constant surface concentration to a flux speci-

fication in terms of the surface concentrat.ion. The results of this soluti.on 

show a maximum deviation from Eq. (l) of 5% (see Fig. 2), with the true K
1 

always being greater than that predicted from Eq. (l). 

If no slip is allowed between the phases at the interface, another 

complicating factor is introduced. The interface will in general have a 

finite velocity in one direction or the other. Solutions for single phase 

mass transfer have been reported for cases where the interface moves in the 

same direction as the bulk phase;
1 

but the case where the interface moves in 

the opposite direction from the bulk phase is more difficult to analyze. The 

flow will reverse direction at some point within the phase away from the inter-

face, thus making ~cal or numerical solution cumbersome. 
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FLOW MODELS 

Two countercurrent flow models. were examined in this study. They 

were chosen by two main criteria -- to provide 'limits upon the deviations from 

Eq. (l) in realistic flow situations, and to be susceptible to numerical math-

ematical analysis without the consumption of a large amount of digital com-

puter time. Only cases of low net rates of mass transfer have been considered. 

Model l pictures non-Viscous countercurrent flow. A simple penetra-

tion model is obeyed by both phases, with no gradients of velocity within 

either phase near the interface. The velocity at all points within each 

phase is the bulk velocity of that phase; there is consequently total slip 

at the interface. This model allows for the deepest penetration of the con-

centration profiles into both phases during a given exposure since the removal 

or ·supply of solute by diffusion and convection is equally effective at all 

points, rather than being more effective at points further from the interface 

as is the case for other models. The model would apply to fictitious cases 

of countercurrent mass transfer where the Schmidt number is substantially 

4 
less than 1.0, or to liquid metal heat transfer. 

Model 2 approximates a laminar countercurrent contacting between a 

gas and a liquid. A simple penetration model is again followed by one phase 

(liquid), while the second phase (gas) has a locally var:ying velocity des-

cribed by 

u ay/Jx (3) I 

v ( 4) 
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where u is tbe velocity in the X direction (parallel to the interface) J 

v is the velocity in the y direction (normal to the interface) and a 

is a proportionality constant equal to 0.343 uB .Ju/v . is the bulk 

phase velocity away from the interface and v is the kinematic viscosity. 

Equation (3) will be recognized as the first term of the Pohlhausen 

approximation to the laminar boundary layer profile) and is capable of fitting 

the velocity closely for much of the distance into a boundary layer. Equation 

(4) is the consequence of continuity. Boundary layer mass transfer coeffi-

cients based upon these velocity expressions for mass transfer to-, a, single ·"phase 

equal those from more elaborate representations to within a few per cent for 

\ . 4 
Schmidt numbers down to 0.5. 

This model postulates that the gas phase is stagnant at the inter-

face) whereas the liquid phase possesses a finite velocity. Thus again there 

is slip at the interface. The solution of Beek and Bakker for interfacial 

l motion in the direction of bulk flow may be interpreted in rough fashion to 

indicate that the interfacial velocity must be more than 10% of the bulk gas 

velocity in order for the gas phase mass transfer coefficient to deviate by 

more than 10% from that for a stagnant interface. If this thinking may be 

"applied to countercurrent flow) then Model 2 can be expected to fit the real 

countercurrent gas-liquid case reasonably well as long as the bulk liquid 

velocity is less than 10% of the bulk gas velocity. 
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MATHEMATICAL APPROACH 

The transport behavior of either phase may be described by the equa-

u + 
dC vey (5) 

For both phases in Model l and for Phase l in Model 2, u is constant at 

and v is zero. For Phase 2 in Model 2, u and v are given by Eqs. 

(3) and (4). Boundary conditions include specifications that the entrance 

concentration and the concentrations far from the interface for either phase 

are fixed and equal to the bulk concentration of that phase. The interfacial 

concentrations of the phases at any point of interface must be in equilibrium 

with one another, and the interfacial flux must be the same for both phases 

at any point. The assumptions of a semi-infinite medium and of no change in 

bulk phase compositions are applicable to relatively short exposure times 

such as are characteristic of industrial equipment. 

The solution procedure involved assuming a profile of interfacial 

concentrations, and then solving for the interfacial flux from each phase. 

The degree of mis-match of the fluxes at ea-eh point of interface was ascer._, 

tained and .. compared to a predetermined allowable error. If the mismatch 

was_greater than allowable, the assumed interfacial concentrations at that 

point were corrected in the direction indicated for a match. A convergence 

factor was employed which allowed the correction to be greater or less than 

indicated, as desired. Between 20 and 4o% over-correction was found to give 

the most rapid, uniform convergence~ The computations were carried out with 

the IBM 7094 digital computer of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. 
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Several methods are available for solving finite difference approx

imations to Eq. (4)J .The forward difference (or explicit) scheme was em-

ployed for Model l) after it was confirmed that the results obtained were 

indistinguishable from those produced by the symmetrical Crank-Nicholson 

implicit representation. On the other hand the more lengthy Crank-Nicholson 

approach was employed for Model 2 since the coefficients of the finite dif-

ference equation changed markedly from point to point in the concentration 

net for the phase approximating boundary layer behavior. The improved 

stability and convergence characteristics of the Crank-Nicholson approach 

were necessary to cope successfully with that situation. 

The total amount of mass transfer was obtained by each of two dif-

ferent means- -- by integrating the local fluxes at all individual points of 

interface across the entire interface) and by integrating the exit concentra-

tions from both phases as a function of distance normal to the interface. 

For both flow models it is possible to express the deviation of the total 

mass transfer from that predicted by Eq. (l) as a unique function of the 

* * ratio mk/k2 ) denoted by ~· 

For fine enough net sizes the two methods for obtaining the total 

mass transfer gave equivalent results) as expected. The chief error involved 

in the use of the ·integration of the local interfacial fluxes was the fact 

that the flux at either end of the exposure interval became very large and 

provided a contribution which could be estimated only within limits. The 

phase presenting the greater portion of the total resistance to mass transfer 

gave the more accurate result upon integration of exit concentrations for 

determining the total mass transfer; a close approximation to the total 

amount of mass transfer was obtained by this method even for relatively 

coarse nets.. In any event the use of 200 steps along the interface served 

to fix the total amount of mass transfer within 1%. 
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The finite difference modulus, ~ , of Reference 7 was fixed at 

0.25 for all computations after initial exploratory calculations. In the 

case of the boundary layer approximation this condition served to maintain 

a positive effect of past concentrations upon future concentrations at all 

important points in the net. 

Some computations were made with a variable net size at the extreme . 

ends of the exposure interval. These gained little in the way of accuracy 

because the change in interfacial concentrations was relatively rapid at all 

points of interface. Computations were also made for a single phase exposure 

with specified surface concentrations corresponding to known analytical sol

utions. The results of these calculations are described in Appendix B; they 

served to confirm the general reliability of the method and to determine the 

relative merits of the methods for obtaining the total amount of mass trans

fer. 

Details of the mathematical procedures are located in Appendix A. 

.... 
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The results of the computations performed for the two flow models 

are shown in Figs. l-7· The deviations of the average mass transfer rates 

from those predicted by Eq. (l) are presented in Fig. 2 as K1/KF1 ) the 

ratio of the overall mass transfer coefficient to that predicted by Eq. (l). 

For comparison the result for the case of a penetration model for Phase l and 

a film model for Phase 2) previously referred to) is also included and is 

denoted "Model 3". 

Figure 3 presents the local interfacial fluxes for Model l with 

various values of R. The case of R = oo corresponds to the penetration 

solution for Phase 2 with a constant interfacial concentration. The flux 

profiles for R < l are mirror images of the profile for the reciprocal value 

of R. Figure 4 compares the interfacial flux profiles for the three models 

in the case of R = l. 

The interfacial concentration profiles for Model l and various values 

of R are given in Fig. ). For R < l the ordinate is equal to 1.0 minus 

the ordinate for the reciprocal value of R. In Fig. 6 the interfacial con

centrations for all three modesl are compared in the instance where R = l. 

The effluent concentration profiles as a function of distance normal 

to the interface for Models l and 2 with R = l are presented in dimension

less form in Fig. 7 as Curves l-3. Effluent concentration profiles are also 

included for the case of a single phase obeying a penetration model (Curve 4)) 

and for a single phase obeying a film model (Curve 5). These latter curves 

represent solutions for a constant surface composition with a concentration 

driving force equal to half the driving force considered far the counter

current models. They are included to allow comparison of relative shapes of 

concentration profiles. 
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Comparison of Models 

From Curves l and 4 in Fig. 7 it may be seen that the effluent con

centration profile is steeper near the interface for countercurrent flow 

Model l than for the single phase penetration model; the mass transfer effect 

has not propagated as great a distance into the fluid. This behavior stems 

from the fact that the change of interfacial concentration away from the bulk 

concentration has occurred at a greater age of the fluid in the countercurrent 

model. On the other hand there has been considerably more mass transfer toward 

the end of the exposure in the countercurrent case because of the rapidly 

changing surface concentration. This fact is verified by a comparison of the 

left hand portions of the curves for R = l and R = oo in Fig. 3· 

Curves l and 2 in Fig. 7) representing the effluent concentrations 

from the phases obeying the penetration model in flow Models l and 2) are 

quite close to one another. This is the result of similar interfacial con

centration profiles for the two models) as shown in Fig. 6. Curve 2 is slightly 

lower than Curve l in Fig. 7 because of the lesser total amount of mass trans

fer) shown in Fig. 2. 

Curve 3 in Fig. 7 is steeper than Curve 2 because the boundary layer 

model postulates a more effective removal or supply of solute at points far 

from the interface than at points nearer the interface. In this respect the 

boundary layer model represents an intermediate case between the penetration 

and film models) since the film model pictures an infinite capability for 

solute removal or supply beyond a certain distance from the interface. 

It is therefore logical that the curve for Model 2 lies below the 

curve for Model l in Fig. 2) and that the curve for Model 3 lies below that 

for Model 2. The three models represent differing degrees of variation from 
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the picture afforded by a two-film model for countercurrent flow: .. Equation 

(l) is based upon a two-film model and, therefore, is obeyed exactly for'a 

two-film model. Model 3 retains the film behavior for one phase and thus 

gives less deviation than Model l which rejects the film model in favor of 

the penetration model for both phases. .Model 2 em}:ll9ys a behavior for Phase 

2 intermediate between Models l and 3, and thus exhibits a deviation from 

Eq. (l) intermediate between the deviations of Models l and 3. 

Model 2 probably represents the upper limit for deviations from Eq. 

(l) in a gas-liquid countercurrent contacting where the gas phase forms both 

velocity and concentration boundary layers following the point of initial 

contact. If the liquid phase velocity across the exposure interval is large 

enough to necessitate consideration of an interfacial gas velocity significant 

in comparison to the bulk gas velocity, then the flow immediately adjacent to 

the interface will be cocurrent. As has been shown, cocurrent contactin& of 

phases tends to give close agreement with Eq. (l). 

Applications to Equipment 

The chief value of this work lies in furthering the understanding of 

simple countercurrent mass transfer processes and in enabling the interpreta-

tion of data acquired in simplE; laboratory devices, such as the short wetted 

wall column, which provide. a single exposure interval. 

Large scale mass transfer devices, such as plate columns or packed 

columns, are much more complex than the simple flow models presented here. 

One promising approach to the analysis of such equipment, however, is to 

realize that they are made up of many short surface exposures. The analysis 

may then be broken down to a consideration of the behavior of individual 

exposures, followed by a consideration of the result of compounding all the 

individual exposures together into a single gross observation. 6 
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From the present results it can be concluded that the average mass 

transfer coefficient for an individual countercurrent surface exposure will 

be higher than predicted by Eq. (l). The deviation will range from 0 to +14% 

depending upon the flow model and the value .of R. In the fictitious case of 

Schmidt numbers will below 1.0 in each phase (Model l) the deviation would be 

as high as +20%. 

When the contributions of the individual exposures are compounded 

into an overall observed mass transfer coefficient, variations in the ratio 

from one exposure interval to another will tend to reduce the observed 
\.,_ 

mass transfer coefficient as compared to that predicted by Eq. (l). The net 

result for packed and plate towers appears to be that the obs·erved overall 

mass transfer coefficients are less than those predicted from Eq. (l). This 

is evidenced by the fact that coefficients for the absorption of ammonia, 

acetone, methanol, etc., into water are uniformly lower than those predicted 

by Eq. (l) from vaporization and oxygen desorption data, of~en by factors of 

100<;0 
6 

or more. Thus the negative deviations caused by variations in 

from one exposure interval to another more than offset the positive deviations 

within each exposure interval for packed and plate columns. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Details of Mathematical Procedure 

l. Model l. 

The mass transfer coefficient for Phase l is given by simple penetra-

tion theory as 

., r;;::r;:-
2V~ (A-1) 

when the resistance to mass transfer in Phase 2 is absent or negligible. An 

analogous expression provides the coefficient for Phase 2 when there is no 

-l(- * 
significant resistance in Phase l. Consequently R ) defined as mk

1
/k2 ) 

is given by 

R (A-2) 

If the value of K1 calculated from Eq. (l) is denoted by ~l ) we have 

l + R (A-3) 

The object is to compute the true value of K
1 

for the case where Phases l 

and 2 are brought together in a single countercurrent exposure) and then to 

compare that value with ~l · 

The transport behavior of both phases is given by the differential 

equation 
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(A-4) 

which was approximated by a finite difference rep:vesentation. Both the forward-

difference explicit form and the. symmetrical Crank-Nicholson implicit form 

were employed. As is shown by Lapidus7 a single parameter) ~) is required 

for either approach and is an indication of the relative net sizes in the X 

and y directions. ~ was equal for the two phases; thus 

D
2 

6.X 
-2 (A-5) 

The X direction net size was taken to be the same for both phases (6.X = L/N ); 
X 

hence 

(A-6) 

It was necessary to make an initial assumption for the interfacial concentra-

tion profile. This was accomplished by setting 

and 

C (X) 0) 
l 

1000 

c
1 

(L-X)O) 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

'. 

1'. 
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In this way X was defined for each phase as the distance along the inter-

face from the point of entrance of that phasej thus X in Phase 1 corresponds 

to L-X in Phase 2) and vice versa. The bulk concentration of Phase 1 was 

'taken as 0 and that of Phase 2 as 1000/m in relative unitsj b was taken 

* equal to zero in Eq. (A-8). The resulting assumed interfacial concentration 

profile is that which would result. if k/k
2 

were equal to k~/k;· ~t all 

points. 

The entire concentration patterns for Phase 1 (a:s _c
1

) and Phase 2 

(as mC 2 ) were then solved in straightforward fashion following the procedures 

detailed by Lapidus. 7 The Thomas method was empl9yed for solving the succes~ 

sive sets of simultaneous equations in the Crank-Nicholson approach. 

The equality of fluxes at all points of interface was then checked. 

The necessary condi t.ion is 

The derivatives were approximated by the five-point expression given by 

Hildebrand: 5 

* 

1 
I2ey 

(ey)4 
5 

(A-9) 

(A-10) 

These bases are arbitrary and supply a scaled driving force which cancels out 

when a mass transfer coefficient is obtained. Insertion of a finite value for 

b ~ould serve merely to add a constant to all the concentrations in one phase) 

with no resultant effect upon fluxes or mass transfer coefficients. 
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Condition (A-9) then becomes 

. [ 25 c2(L-X,0)-48 c2(L-X,6y2 ) 36 c2(L-X;2ey2 )-l6 c2(L-X,36Y2) 3 ;c 2(L-X,4cy2 )J 
11( -25 c1 (x,o)+14'8 c1 (x,cy1)-36 c1 (x,2ey1 )+Il.6 c1 (X,3cy1 )-3 c1 (x,4cy2 ) J 

·'rrt. 

R (A-ll) 

To the extent that the assumed interfacial concentration profile is incorrect, 

this condition will not be met. The relative error 

I [L.H.S. Eq. (A-11)] 
! ----~R~--~~---

- R 

was compared with an allovrat·le error. If the error at any points of inter-

face exceeded the allo·wable, the assumed interfacial compositions at those 

points were adjusted and the entire calculation was repeated until convergence 

was obtained. The corrected interfacial concentrations were.computed as 

[Cl(X)O)]NEW = [Cl(X,O)]OLD 
... 

{

m[48 c2(L-X,cy2 )-36 c2(L-X,2ey2 ) + 16 c2(L-X)3cy2 )-3 c2(L-X,4cy2 )] 

+ F · 25 R + l 



.. 

+ 
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R[48 c1(x,6y
2

)-36 c1(x,26y2)+16 c1(X,3Ly2)-3 c1(x,4Ly2)J 

25 R + l 

UCRL-11196 

[Cl (X, 0 )OLD]}' 

(A-12) 

where the convergence factor, F, lay betwe~n 1.0 and 1.5. Twenty or more 

trials were usually required for convergence. 

The total amount of mass transfer across the interface was obtained 

in two different ways: 

A. Integration of Fluxes at all Points of Interface. The local 

overall mass transfer coefficient is defined as 

Flux 
1000 

(A-13) 

since the overall concentration driving force was taken to be 1000. Making 

use of Eqs. (A-1), (A-3) and (A-5), Eq" (A-13) may be approximated by 

l + R -.../ 
24,ooo vTI~Nx . [25 c1 ( x, o) -!Rl c1 ( X,L\Y 1 )+ 36 c1 (x, 2L\.>'1) -

- 16 c
1

(x,3LIY
1

)+3 c
1
(x,4 y

1
)J, (A-14) 

where L/6X has been replaced by NX . The average mass transfer coefficient 

K1 , as compared to that predicted by Eq. (1), was then obtained by an 

integration, 
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l 
1--

Nx 
Kl ) ~: d (~) (A-15) 
~l L 

l 
i\ 

computed by use of Simpson's rule. At either end of the exposure interval 

the flux becomes very large. The additional contribution of the end slices 

to the total mass transfer was estimated by assuming that the flux in these 

slices varied inversely as the square root of the distance from the closer 

end of the interface. The correction became small for fine net sizes. 

B. Integration of Effluent Concentrations. The average effluent 

concentration in Phase l must correspond to the net amount of mass transfer: 

Combining Eq. (A-16) with Eqs. (A-l) and (A-3) gives 

00 

l + R~ J c1(L,y1 ) dy1 2000 D1 L 

0 

(A-16) 

(A-17) 

The integration was carried out by Simpson's rule, with 6y
1 

being eliminated 

through use of Eq. (A-5): 

l + R 

6ooo 

,, 
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(A-18) 

A similar analysis based upon the Phase 2 effluent concentrations gives 

l+R-..r;--
6000R v~ { 1000 - mC2 (L,O) + 4 [1000 - mc

2
(L,6y2 )] + 

+ 2 [ 1000 - mC 2 ( L, 2Liy 2 ) ] + . . . } (A-19) 

2. Model 2. 

The flow behavior of Phase l is identical to that in Model l; 

* hence such characteristics as k1) k1/~1 ) etc.) remain the same. On the 

other hand the flow pattern chosen for Phase 2 and described by Eqs. (3) 

and (4) leads to (l) 

Therefore 

R 
* mkl 

0.684 

-*-= 1.65 m 
k2 

(A-20) 

(A-21) 

Equation (A-4) once again describes the transport behavior of Phase l; however) 

for Phase 2) Eq. (5) holds in its more general form) with u and v given 

by Eqs. ( 3) and ( 4). 
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The coefficients of Eq. (5) vary markedly with position in Phase 2j 

consequently the Crank-Nicholson symmetrical implicit finite difference rep-

resentation was employed for both phases. ~ was set for Phase l by the left-

hand equality of Eq. (A-5), thus relating ~y1 to ~X . By analogy to Model 

1, ~Yd_ was related to cy
1 

through 

(A-22) 

The finite difference approximation 

u 
zsx 

(A-23) 

can then be transformed to 

(A-24) 

where ~ and o are coefficients evaluated at the X corresponding to 

position i-l/2 and the y corresponding to position j (the central point 

of symmetry of the computational molecule): 
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2 
0.192 (y2/t:;y2) 

'Y f33/2 ( X/b.X)3/2 
(A-25) 

5 3.07 (y/ey2) 

-:s/2 (X/ b.X)l/2 f3 
(A-26) 

Solution of the entire Phase 2 concentration pattern proceeded in standard 

fashion, using the Thomas method to solve the s.imultaneous equations represented 

by Eq. (A-24). 

The convergence procedure:, the flux calculations and the computation 

of the total mass transfer by integration of Phase l effluent concentrations 

were the same as for Model l. The velocity gradient within Phase 2 necessitated 

an altered form of calculation of the total mass transfer from the effluent 

concentrations of Phase 2. Equation (A-16) now takes the form 

00 

1000 m K1L =~ u2 (L,y2 ) [lOOO-mC2 (L,y2 )] dy2 

0 

(A-27) 

Combination of Eq. (A-27) with Eqs. (A-3), (A-20) and (A-21) then yields 

00 

l+Rv l I ( ) 
1129 ---,D::::--=-L- u2 L' y 2 

m UBl l 
0 

(A-28) 

Introduction of Simpson's Rule and Eqs. (2), (A-5), (A-21) and (A-22) finally 

yields 
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l + R 
2200 Ri3N 

X 
{ ( l) ( 4 )[ lOOO-mC2 (L,Liy 

2
) ]+( 2) ( 2 )[ lOOO-mC

2
{L, 26y 

2
) J + 

+ (3) ( 4 )[lOOO-mC2 (L,3Liy 
2

)] + (4 )(2) [ lOOO-mC
2

(L, 4Liy 
2

)] + .. .} 

(A-29) 

The final programs employed for Model l and Model 2 computations 

are included as Tables 4 and 5. 

'• 
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B. Single Phase Calculations with Specified Interfacial Concentrations 

Table l shows the results of a series of computations made by apply-

ing the simple penetration model to a single phase with a specified profile 

of interfacial concentrations. Total rates of mass transfer calculated by 

each of the two aforementioned methods are presented in comparison to known 

. 2 . 
analytical 'solutions for the rate of mass transf'er. All rates::are ~put 

on a common basis wherein the rate for a constant surface concentration of 

1000 is taken as 1.000. The bulk fluid is initially solute free in all cases. 

The first interfacial concentration profile represents a constant 

concentration and thus a mass flux which decreases as the l/2 power of surfac~---------

age. The second profile corresponds to a linearly increasing concentration, 

and hence a flux which increases as the l/2 power of surface age. The third 

profile gives a concentration increasing as the l/2 power of surface age, 

which corresponds to a constant mass flux. The fourth and fifth concentration 

profiles represent attempts to simulate through polynomial approximation the 

shapes of the concentration prof'iles shown in Fig. 5 for the countercurrent 

flow models. The program of Table 4 includes provision for these computa-

tions. 

It should be noted that, in general, Method B (Integration of effluent 

concentrations) gives a mass transfer rate which matches the analytical solu-

cion more closely than the rate obtained by Method A (Integration of individual ... 

fluxes). This is particularly true for the two cases which simulate the 

countercurrent interfacial concentration profiles. On the other hand, both 

methods converge toward the analytical solution as the net size in the cal-

cultation is made finer. 
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For the fourth and fifth profill::es it was also noticed that a close 

approximation to the true mass transfer rate for the entire interface was 

given by the average of the fluxes from just the interior points of interface, 

neglecting the transfer in the two end slices. This amounts to considering 

only the mass transfer between x/L = 1/N and x/L = 1- -·_ljN . For the 
X X 

fourth profile the average rates obtained in this manner were 0.621, 0.624 

and 0. 626 for N 
X 

100, 200 and 500 respectively, and for the fifth profile 

the average rates were 0.590, 0.596 and 0.600 for N = 100, 200 and 500 
X 

respectively. 

.. 
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Table l. Mass Transfer Rates for Specified Interfacial 
· Concentration Profiles - Penetration Model 

Average Mass Transfer Rate (Relative) 

* ** ~ Nx Analytical Solu. Method A Method B 

l. C (X, 0) 1000 

0.250 100 1.000 0.981 1.002 

0.250 200 1.000 0.986 1.001 

0.250 500 1.000 0.991 1.000 

0.250 1000 1.000 0.993 0.999 

0.125 100 1.000 1.010 1.003 

2. c ( x, 0) = (1000) (X[L) 

0.250 100 0.667 0.667 0.666 

0.250 200 0.667 0.667 0.666 

0.250 500 0.667 0.667 0.666 

3· C (X, 0) = ( 1000) ( x[L) l/2 

0.250 100 o. 785 o. 787 o. 784 

0.250 200 0. 785 o. 787 o. 785 

0.250 500 0.785 o. 786 o. 785 

4. c(x,o) = (Boo) (X[L)1/
2 

-(212) ( x[L)
2 

+ ( 412) ( X[L)lO 

0.250 100 0.627 0.679 0.625 

0.250 200 0.627 0.654 0.626 

0.250 )00 0.621 0.638 0.626 
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Table l. (cont'd) 

Average Mass Transfer Rate (Relative) 

5. c(x,o) -(llll·l) 

0.250 100 

0.250 200 

0.250 500 

* 

Analytical Solu. 

(X/L) + (1500) 

0.602 

0.602 

0.602 

* Method A 

0.670 

0.638 

0.617 

Integration of Fluxes at all Points of Interface. 

** Integration of Effluent Concentrations. 

** Method B 

0.601 

0.601 

0.602 

. ... 
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C. Tablulated Results for Countercurrent Flow Models 

Model l 

Table 2 presents computational results for flow model No" 1. As 

was the case for Profiles No. 4 and 5 in Appendix B, there is a discrepancy~ 

among the average rates of mass transfer predicted by the various means avail

able. As the net size is altered) the least change is noted in the rates 

predicted from the effluent concentrations of the phase offering the control

ling resistance to mass transfer and in those rates obtained as the average 

of the interior interfacial points alone. This behavior is in agreement with 

the computations for a single phase with a specified interfacial concentra

tion, where these two means of obtaining the mass transfer rate were found 

to coincide more closely with the analytical solution" 

The "indicated results" in the final column are obtained primarily 

as extrapolations of these two means of predicting overall rates, although 

it should be emphasized that all four approaches converge toward the indicated 

accepted resu~t" 

The rate of mass transfer obtained by integration of effluent con

centrations of the phase presenting the lesser portion of the total resistance 

is higher and less accurate than that obtained from the phase presenting the 

greater portion of the resistance" The cause of this phenomenon is two-fold: 

First, there is some displacement of the interfacial concentration profile 

resulting from errors in the five point approximation to the interfacial 

concentration gradient. This leads to a larger error in the mass transfer 

from the phase presenting the lesser resistance to mass transier. Second, 

and most important at relatively high or relatively low values of R, there 

are errors in the Simpson's rule integration of the effluent concentrations. 



\.0 Table 2. Computational Results for Countercurrent 
0\ Flow Model No. l r-1 
r-1 
r-1 

I 

Kl/Kfl - - - - - - - - - - - -H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
p::j 
0 
::::> Method B Indicated 

* ** R ~ Nx Method A Method A Phase l Phase 2 Result 
-

l 0.125 200 1.228 1.192 1.216 1.216 
l 0.250 100 1.265 1.190 1.214 1.214 
l 0.250 200 1.239 1.192 1.209 1.209 
l 0.250 4oo 1:223 1.195 1.205 1.205 1.198 

2 0.250 100 1.248 1.156 1.231 1.168 
2 0.250 200 1.221 1.162 l.2ll 1.167 1.165 

3 0.250 100 1.226 1.117 1.251 1.132 
3 0.250 200 1.196 1.124 1.214 l.l32 1.132 

I 
0 
1'1\ 

I 5 0.250 100 1.200 1.070 1.324 1.089 
5 0.250 200 1.166 1.077 1.251 1.090 1.092 

8 0.250 100 1.179 1.034 1.468 1.059 1.062 

10 0.250 100 1.172 1.022 1.574 1.048 
10 0,250 200 1.136 1.030 1.414 1.049 1.051 

20 0.250 100 1.155 0.994 2.139 1.024 
20 0.250 200 l.l2l 1.006 1.804 1.025 1.027 

100 0.250 100 1.142 0.969 6.823 1.002 1.006 

1000 0.250 100 1.138 0.963 59.714 0.997 l.OOl 

* Considering mass transfer in end slices. 

** Average for interior points of interface alone. 
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The exit interfacial concentration of Phase l is necessarily 1000. When R 

is high, all other effluent concentrations are very low compared to 1000; for 

example, in the case of R = 100 the concentration at the first effluent 

position removed from the interface is only 14.5. The result is that the 

Simpson integration procedure gives undue weight to the interfacial concentra

tion of 1000 and yields an integrated effluent concentration that is too high. 

Table 3 presents similar results for flow model No. 2. The values 

reported for Method A in this instance are the average of the 

results obtained by the two means employed for Model l in Table 2. This 

figure is relatively insensitive to changes in net size for Model 2. The 

values of K1/~1 computed from the Phase 2 effluent concentrations are less 

accurate for Model 2 than for Model l because of the higher weight accorded 

to concentrations further removed from the interface. 
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Table 3· Computational Results for Countercurrent Flow 
Model No. 2 

- - K/~l- - - - - - - - - -

Method B Indicated 
R Nx Method A Phase l Phase 2 Result 

l 200 1.142 1.152 1.148 
150 1.143 1.156 1.153 
100 1.145 1.159 1.167 

50 1.160 1.180 1.190 1.14 

2 200 1.115 1.170 1.137 
150 1.114 1.180 1.145 
100 1.115 1.198 1.158 

50 1.124 1.248 1.186 1.12 

0.5 200 1.127 1.120 1.142 
100 1.137 1.124 1.155 

50 1.156 1.132 1.175 1.116 

5 200 1.057 1.280 1.100 
150 1.054 1.315 1.109 
100 1.050 1.376 1.124 

50 1.057 1.531 1.155 1.07 

b.2 100 1.098 1.0695 1.148 
50 1.119 l. 0711 1.187 1.066 

10 200 1.024 1.541 1.078 
100 1.018 l. 763 1.101 

50 1.020 2.090 1.133 1.04 

O.l 100 1.074 1.0385 1.210 
50 1.094 1.0380 1.299 1.040 

20 200 1.005 2.117 1.063 
100 0.998 2.586 1.087 

50 0.999 3.262 1.120 1.02 

0.05 100 1.058 1.0194 1.390 
50 1.079 l. 0180 1.585 1.022 

50 100 0.982 5.104 1.077 
50 0.985 6.830 l.llO ( l. Ol) 
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Table 3. (cont'd) 

- - - - - - - - - - - -K II<F - - - - ------l l 

Method B Indicated 
R Nx Method A Phase l Phase 2 · Result 

--
0.02 100 1.048 1. oo68 1.985 

50 1.068 l. 0049 2.504 LOll 

100 100 0.978 9.321 1.074 
50 0.979 12.794 1.107 ( l. 005) 

0.01 100 1.045 l. 0023 2.997 
50 1.066 1.0002 4.057 1.005 

In all cases ~ = 0.250 



a 

b 

* 

m 

R 

u 

v 

D. X 
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NOMENCLATURE 

~roportionalJty/~onstant in Eqs. (3) and (4), 
- 0. 343 UB UB :V~· 

Constant in equilibrium expression Eq. (2). 

Local solute concentration in Phases l and 2, 
respectively. 

Solute diffusivity in Phases 1 and 2, respectively 

Individual local mass transfer coefficient for 
Phases:~l and 2, respectively. Defined as flux 
of mass across interface (molesjL2T) per unit 
driving force, where driving force is (Cli-ClB) 
for Phase l and (c2B-C2i) for Phase 2. 

Average mass transfer coefficient for Phase l 
(or 2) measured in the absence or suppression 
of resistance in Phase 2 (or l). 

Overall mass transfer coefficient based upon 
driving force (c2Be-ClB) 

Value of~ predicted by Eq. (l). 

Length of exposure interval 

Slope of equilibrium curve, 
See Eq. (2). 

Number of increments considered in X direction 
for numerical solution. 

* * rnk1/k2 . Ratio of individual phase resistances 
measured independently. 

Local velocity in the X-direction 

Local velocity in the y-direction 

Distance away from phase inlet, parallel to 
interface. 

Increment in X-direction, = L/N 
X 

Distance from interface in normal direction 

Increment in y-direction 

UCRL-11196 

Units 

moles/L3 

moles/L3 

2 
L /T 

2 
Moles/L 

T Moles/L3 

L/T 

L/T 

L/T 

L 

L/T 

L/T 

L 

L 

·L 

L 



Subscripts 

B 

-e 

i 

X 

l 

2 

-35-

Calculational modulus for numerical solution, 
defined by Eq. (A-6) 

Calculational modulus for Model 2 numerical 
solution, representing effect of v component 
of velocity 

Calculational modulus for Model 2 numerical 
solution, representing effect of u component 
of velocity. 

Kinematic viscosity of Phase 2 fluid 

Refers to property in bulk fluid, well removed 
from interface 

Concentration of indicated phase in equilibrium 
with the prevailing concentration in the bulk 
of the other phase 

Interfacial 

Local, at a given point of interface 

Refers to Phase l 

Refers to Phase 2 

UCRL-11196 
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Table 4. FORTRAN program for Model 1 calculations 
using forward difference solution. 
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Table V 

FRDDIF 

C FORWARD DIFEERENCE, DISCARD NET 
--~-J~~E_~~D __ t~~l.JJ:'1AP_E_2_.._,_..1_..._l~,LJ.N-UR_...U.u.N...._S_._T _________ --'-_ 

11 FOR~AT (13) 
--- __ J\IRUN_5:_a______ __ --- --------------------------

121NRUNS=NRUt\S+l 
--- -- --~ E A c J I'IPU t .. T A P..Lhl3 .• JhJl.E.H .... ..EALL. NX I NI.B.LM....lNL..C._Q_N\l __ _ 
13 FORrAT (3F8.0,314,F8.0) 

----~ ~ ,_:, [j I~ E~ SJ_QN_____G._Q__L_Ll_O_Q_2_) • c 11 LlM2J • co 2 ( 100 2) I c 12 ( 1 GO 2) • c p ( 1 CO~LLQ__0_4_ 
1) 

------~ -~D IkCNS lOf'L CEll 1004 l, CF2 l lQO!tl_ _____ _ 
ODIMENSIO~ C21(1002J,C31(1002l,C41(1002),C22(1002),C32(1002l,C42(10 

___ ·------- ._102) --··-•••·----c --···-~• ·--····- .. ··----- ··------··--·------·--- ·--·---·-···-•·•·---~ 
I\JXP1=1\X+l 

_______ l\1 .XJ'2=N_2<±2 ________ _ 
X:\P2;NXP2 

______ 61'-ll',_;:;_N X_---~_ ---~----------------- ___ _ 
IF (l~Tl 600,6C0,599 

_____ 5_9_9_G 0 __ T 0 ( l 5 d3.r_}QJ_ J__s 0 ~J_,J_NJ 
15 DO 16 J=2,NXP2 

___ 1__i>___J:_O_l__L.,Jl__=_lQ_C 0 -~OL_ __________________________ _ 
GO TO 18 

___ l__L_Q_(J_t9_.) _:::_2-'-t-J X ~2 
RJ~2=J-2 

___ 1_9 ___ cO.U_J)_=_10.~.0, O.DH:Ht!.B..J~2- .. ----------·-·----
GO TO 18 

·--------------.···-·--
--'3~0""'1 READ INPUT TAPE 2r302, __ $A, __ SJh..S..k.r.SP .. -------=------------

302 FORMAT (4F8.0l 
DO 303 J=~NXP2 

----"8 J ~2 = J- 2 ., --~'--------~ 

___ 3_Q}.Q_c;._9_1J JJ _=:: l_Q 0 0_. _() !_ B_N_~-~-E!Jl:1 ?_:t-_~ A.*_LliNf_LQ__,_?~.2-~!.!hH1UJt~X_l1±.S.6.it_ LS l.Nf...J.4 ~Jt *.:3 ._L 
1416•AJ~2/BNXll+SC*(SINF(8.0•3.1416•BJM2/BNXll+SD*(SINF(16.0*3.1416 
2•BJM2/BNXll 

GO TO 18 
503 READ INPUT TAPE 2,504,PA 1 PB,PC,PC 
504 FOR~AT (4F8.0l 

[)(J ___ ?Q_?. __ ~_::-~_, N?5J'~2=----------------------------
BJt-'2=J-2 

505CC01(Jl=PA•BJM2/BNX+PB•SQRTF(BJM2/BNX)+PC•BJM2/BNX•RJM2/BNX+PD•(BJM 
12/BNX l ** 10 

GO TO 18 
C INITIAL ESTIMATE OF INTERFACIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
__ 6Q_Q_pQ_~J.{:I_.,l_::_3_._~_X_I!__l.,__ ______________________ _ 

BJ=J 
FJ=(XNP2-BJ)/(BJ-2.0l 

716 C01(Jl~1000.0/(l.O+R•SQRTF(FJ)) 
------~0~0 717 1=3 NXPl 

JSUI::l=NX+4-I 
717 C02(ll=C0l(JSUBl -----c:·al"i-N"XP2i ;,·t"co·o :o-------------------------
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FRODIF 
-- ----. ··-··· ····----------

C02(NXP2J=O.O 
______ C_02.(.2..L:::;l.ll.O..O..... __ ..._ ___________ _ 

COU2J=O.·il 
_____ ____:'\LlRLS_=.......__ ______________ _ 

ld i-CTR=(l.0-2aO•BETAl 
0 0 ... 8.. . .1.= l ..... NllP2.__ 
Cll(ll=O.O 

______ ... ___ C2.LLLt:::D:...Ll.l__,-----------------
C31(ll=O.O 

_______ C!tl.LU_=..O.....Q, -------------
8 C,._.(ll=C.O 

_ . -----·· .. CN ( 2J.:::B ET A•.CJll.1.2l __________ _ 
Sll (3J=CN(2) 

__________ 0.0_2_Q_L~ID.EJ;._ ___________ _ 
20 CP(ll=C.O 

______ :'J_=_:2._ ____ _ 

DO 2:3 J=4tNXP2 
............ CPJ.l )=COlJJ.-:-U 

IJO 21 I=2tN 
____ 2_1 CPJ .. U.=_c_~_UJ 

iF (C~(~J-0.1) 900t900,901 
______ 90 _ '\I=_N+L ··----------------

9Gc DO 22 l=2tN 
2 ... :N (I l =RETA.•lC.I?J.l.:-J.J~..t..P..Ll:t::JJJ.±ECl.R.!t.CPUL 

C2UJl=CNI31 
--------··· C.3J__(_J_)::CI'{L4 .._ ___ _ 

. C4l(JJ=Ci~(5) 
______ 23 _CUJ J l =SN ( 2J. 

CN(ll=l:oc.o 
_______ " __ 00 _2_9 I='{, NXJ>4--------------

29 CNIIJ=O.O 
__ DQ _ _? JQ. J::JJ_t'i.ltl? 2 

130 CFl(J)=C\1(1) 
________ If_ ___ U.~J l J't.O.JL..'7'-'4,__,0'-"t_,4:...!:1 _________ _ 

74C \1=2 
_00 __ 9 I=.l,NX__P_?_ ·-----------
Cl21 I l=lOCO.O 

_____ ... __ C,2_2J_U_::J.O_Q_O_. 0-----------
C321Il=loco.o 

_______ C4_,2__(J_l_-=J O_Q_Q__!_Q ____ ----------
9 CNIIJ=lOOO.O 

_______ q.;_l 2 l _=BET AitJ~Q_2..L~J2:1l.&=.fl.~U.l..!..lOOC. 0 
Cl213l-=CN(2) 

___________ D0 __ 2_i _I =1_, t\!Xf>_2,___ __ _ 
2 4 C P ( I ) = l 0 ') (, • 0 

_____ QQ_?..7_.J_=_4_,.~_p_2. ____________ _ 
CPI1J=C021J-ll 
on 25 I=2,N 

----25--CP(l J•CN( I I 
________ IF __ _( __ ?_qg ._90:-_CN IN)) 902 ,90_2_, 903 

UCRL-11196 
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FRDDIF 
---· -------------------------·-··-------------------------------·------

9C3 N=N+1 
--- 9 c 2 _ _0 0 __ 26 _ _L~..JIL 

26 C~lll=BETA•ICP(l-1l+CP(1+1))+FCTR•CP(I) 
__________ c 2 2.LJ£.W"ti3J_ 

C321Jl=C~I4l 

_ -·-··- _ .. C42 UJ =CN I SJ __ 
27 Cl21Jl=CNI2l 

_______ ... __ C.N.UJ.:=.C_._o_ ___ __ 
0 0 2 8 I=:~ , N X P 2 

______ 2.B__ .CN UJ_=_LO_O_Q_.J.) 
DO 731 l=lr!\XP2 

--------------------··--·-·----

_ TH _CF2 I U_=_CN UJ. __ -------,---------------
C CCNVERGENCE PROCEDURE 
_____ 3J. __ NAll_J=.Q __________________________________ _ 

DO 33 J:3,NXP1 
______ I5UJ3_::_r-.I_X_:t:_'t.::-_J ______________________________ _ 

CE!{R=ABSFI I-125.0•C01(J)-48.0•Cl21ISUB)+36.0•C221ISUB)-16.0•C321ISU 
... __ ...... 1 s l _+_3 • o .* C't 2 US U8 ) ll.t 2..~_. !Li!.C.O.lJ . .JJ.:::-_4..e,.._O_*..C.U_w_:t_l_(I_.._Q!..C.2ltJJ_-:-_l6 ... o~.C.3.l.1JJ_ 

2+3.C•C411 J) l-Rl/Rl 
---_I_f_(_f ~-!~:-~~-L l ) 3 3' 3 d-3 L3~2~-------------~-----·---

32 f~AOJ=N"OJ+1 
----· ~C 1_~_0_=_1_4 B.C_!_CJ_?_i_I_SJ1Ji)_=J_Q_. O• C 22 I I SUB l + 16. O•C 32 I I SUB l- 3. 0 •C42_U_S_UlU_+_IL_ 

1•148.0•Cll(J)-36.C•C211Jl+16.0•C31(J)-3.0•C41(J)})/(25.0•1R+l.0)) 
·--·- ... _ C NE \'1 =C.C U J l +c ONV•.U:JND-COl tJl.)_ ____ ...;... ___ ~--- -·------------·-·-·-··--·-----· .. -----------------------------

CQ11J)=O.JE'vJ 
C_9 2_JJ_S_l,J_(l)_=:_C_QJ,_L,il_ _______________________ _ 

33 CGNTir\UE 
____ WR_I_T_E ____ C_L!_l_:_PUT T APL_l13~.-'---L.', N'-'-'A""D""J...__ _______ _ 

34 FOR~AT I6H NAOJ=l3) 
·------- ____ WR) _TE CUT PUT. TAP E_,.~_,__I_,_{;_f==.?.l ?J.L~LlU.l. _____________ _ 

7 FOR~AT t3H CF212l= F10.5/8h CF112l= Fl0.5l 
--'-::--=--_1 -~--' ~ ~O_J-:; L_i_1_L41 ' 3 5~----'------

35 NTRLS=NTR!..S-+1 
----'I F __ _L~!_~L§_-2_l_L__37, 36,.-=3:..-:=7 ______ _ 

36 GO TO (40,37,37),NTRL~ 
37 IF (NTRLS-41) 39,38,3g ______ _ 

---:f8-Go--'(o ... f46--, 40~ 3.9), NTR·L~ 
39 GO TO 18 
40 GO TO BC~,C-------------------~~------------------

~C~_~F~INAL INTEGRATIONS 
41 DEL=NX 

DIMENSION RATJOL (999) ------F·Cy;;; ·(s-c;)R f'F-( j--~14 lb-~-DE~Lu•t-B_E_T_A_)_)_•_(_l_._O_+_R_)_/_2_0:-0-0-.-0------------~-----
Q_Q __ ':t_2 1 =3, NXP 1, 1 

42CRATIOLII-2l=IFCT/12.0)•(25.0•C0111)-48.0•Cll(1)+36.0•C2llll-16.0•C 
--~131 (_L)_!_). 0 •C 41 I 1'-!lulL_ ___ .:_ ____________________ _ 

EVEN=G.O 
000=0.0 

-~----~---. N X .M .. 2 -~-~f'i j(~:--z··-- .. 
---~NX~3-NX-3~--------------------------------~ 
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FRODIF 
---------------------------

DO 43 K=2 1 NXM2,2 
--~--3-E.VE.N =E VEN__-tRAilOLl.Ku__ _______________________ _ 

DO 44 K=3,NXM3 1 2 
__ 4,L()_QD.5flc__c_tRAlillL__i'---ll-.__ _______________________ _ 

OEN=NX-2 
________ _:~A liCK= l 2 .• 0 •OD.D-t:~_.__Q_!..E._'Lf_Nt_RAI...lOL f 1) +RAT I DL f NX-1 l l /l3_._0_!_D_EN_) _______ _ 

C TOTAL TRA~SFER FRCM PHASE ONE 
______ F_ 4I.=_LL._Q±BJ16.C_QO _ _._C • S 0 R IF I 3 • 14 16/ I BET A* 0 EL ) ) 

000=0.0 
_ ___,:___ __ CVfJ'-i.::::.~__o_ __________________________ _ 

DO 45 .1=2 1 NX,2 
__ _it 5 __ ,EVEN =_E_V E ;'i:t-_C_El .. U"------

NXMl=NX-1 
______ _ __ po_~_6 __ L=:.3~_x_fiL..-________________________ _ 

46 ODO=ODD+CFllll 
___________ UBJ\S_l __ ::: F_C_I~_'t_.._Q_•_~N+ 2. 0 •U C 0+ 1 Q_Q_O.._, • ._,O"-+,_,C,_,F~1.._(._,_N-'-'X"-'P~1._,)u).__ ________ _ 

C TOTAL TRANSFER FROM PHASE TWO 
... ________ IF .lINT)_ 47,Lt_7_

1
_6l __________________________________ _ 

"47 FCT=(l.O+R)/60CO.C/R•SQRIF!3.1416/(BETA•OEL)) 
_____ _1)_0 c =_Q_~_Q____________ ---

EVEN=O.O 
_______ o_o __ ~e J:::_2_,.HXJ_2 ________ _ 

48 EVEN=EVEN+lOOO.O-CF2(J) 
_________ DO_ .. it 9 ... .J::: 3_,NX ~'I l.t2 .. --------------------·--------

49 ODO=ODD+lGOC.O-CF2(J) 
____ 3J1L~S2=FCT•(4.0•EVEN+2.0•0CD+20CO.O~CF2(NXP1)) 

C PRINTED OUTPUT AND RETURN TO NEXT RUN 
_ __,6~1 IJI{LlE . .JLlJlP_UT _ _:r_.~_p_f;_h...Q.Z_ili_RUNS __ 

62 FORMAT (25Hl OUTPUT FROM RUN NUMBER I3) 
_________ W_Rl_T_E __ C:._lliP_U_T __ TA PE __ 3._,_9.~_, ~_,_1_3_£;_IA_. _I;_AL_L,_._~_X_z..r _._I N'-'-T"--1..', N"-T-'-'R"'-L""S~-------

940FDRMAT (3HOR= Fl0.4/6H BETA= Fl0.4/6H EALL= F6.5/4H NX= I4/5H lNT= 
1 I4/7H NTRLS= 14) 

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,910,CONV 
910 FOR~AT 120H CONVERGENCE FACTOR= F10.4) 

IF liNT) 65,65,60 
__ 6_Q_G_O_I_Q _ _I_?_?_,_6_?_~_6} r_l?JJL!!~_T-______________________ _ 

63 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3 1 64,SA,SB,SC,SD 
64 FOR~AT (4H SA= Fl0.5/4H SB= F10.5/4H SC= F10.5/4H SO= F10.5) 

GO TO 65 
69 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,70,PA,PB,PC,PO 

--~7~0~FORMAT 14H PA= Fl0.5/4H PB= F10.5/4H PC= F10.5/4H PO= F10.5) 
--~_5_WRI_!_~ ___ C_\J.Ie _ _\J_]_T_A.P_E _ _]_tg_9_iliALIJl_~_TR_N_S_l.t TTRN~S..,_,2....__--::::-:----:----

660FCRMAT 138HOK/K FROM INTERFACIAL INTERIOR POINTS= F.12.8/ 35H K/KF 
----~1:-:--r-~_g-~ ___ JOTAL TRANSFER, PHASE 1= F12. 8/ 35H K/KF FROM TOTAL TRANSFER, 

2 PHASE 2= Fl2.8) 
---,--'-WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,67, (RATIOL( I), I=l,NXMll 

67 FOKMAT (44HO LOCAL K/K FOR INTERI\AL POINTS OF INTERFACE/( 10Fll.4)) 
_____ WRITEOUTPUT TAPE 3,68,(CF11Il,I=l,NXP1) ------------

68 FORM.Af--Ti9~!o-(xTT-·caNcENr~-~~TioNs-,-PHAs_E_ i-Ti-ioFII .4,, 
-----~WR.ITE OUTPUT rAPE 3,7l,(CF2!Il,I=l,NXP~l~) ________________________ __ 
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------ ---------------------------

FRCDIF 
- --------·- --------------- ---

71 FOR~AT 129HO EXIT CONCENTRATIONS,PHASE 2/110Fll.4)) 
________ }II{ I TI;;_Ul_T._P_V..Ll.AP_.E_3__.__22__.__LCO_l_l_JJ~.1J' NL1.;X"-'P_.2.._,),___ ___ ---:_ 

92 FORMAT 128HC INTERFACIAL CCNCENTRATIONS/110Fll.4)) 
_8_0_v_LE_lNJUJNS-NRUNST) 12, 91, _..__.__ ____________ _ 

91 CALL EXlf 
__ EJ'W I ld, 0.J .0, Q_._o.~.L.C'.~_Q__. l_,_o_, Q_,_o ,_Q_J_OJ __ _ 
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Table 5. FORTRAN program for Model 2 calculations 
using Crank-Nicholson solution. 

UCRL-11196 
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Table IV 

-- ··-- --···--------------··---------··----

------------------,--------------
BLAYER 

·-------·----~-~----------~-------~--- ·-------~----· . ··---·---~---------------~-------------·----------------

c PHASE 1 PfNETRATICN, PHASE 2 BCU~OARY LAYER FIRST TERM APPKGX. 
__ r: ________ C RAJ\ IS.:-: ~_I C J-_Q_L SCJl.. __ S(;JI UI_E_,__ __ S_G .LV_E__Et't' _ _l!:iQJi AS M_ E THQ_C _______ _ 

C FIVE PCI~T APPROXIMATION TC INTERFACIAL FLUXES 
___ ___,!:u:;_/l_c~u_r __ IAE.E... 2 I 11 I~ R.illr_-,LL _________________ _ 

11 FCRf'JAT (13L 
________ N R t.; f\ S_= '; ... _______ .. -· -· .... -··· ------------------

12 NRU~S=~RU~S+l 
_______ r-<t=_A_r._ L~e.tJr __ IAPE __ 2_,1 ~_._R_,_e_Er A I EALL I Nx I 1'\ TRLM I I NT I ccNv 

1 3 FC ~ tJ A r 1 3 F s . o 1 3 I 4 1 Fa • ·a > 
________ QIY El\S IO:-{ __ CCJJ.2_0_2J _ _,_k_U_UQ.2J~2 1202 > Lc 12 t 2Q~L2_Q.ZJ _ _j_e_r:- 1 2021 __ 

DI~ENSION CF1(2Q4)1CF2(204) 
...... DI f-1 E f\ S I CN __ C 2 U.2.02J ,_C~J L2n.J..~.C.~ll2_Q_2_)_,_C_2..2J.2.Q.?J.r.CJ2J 2C2 )_, C4 2 1_2C2) __ 
NXP1=~X+l 

_______ _H~_P2=f\X_+2 ______ _ 
XNP2=~XP2 

____ _ __ _ __ B ~ )(_= __ f\_X___ _ ___ __ _____ _ 
c lf\ITIAL ESTI~ATE CF I~TERFACIAL CCNCENTRATION PROFILE 

_ __ _ t, _CJ DC .. 7_16 _J ~_3_, 1\ X PJ --------------------·-----·· .. ········--·---·--··----·- ·-·--------- ... --------·--·· 
f\J=J 

__________ _£_~_=:_!2(]\£_2-EJ lc.-./__.('-"B,_,J,_-_,2,_,.'-"0'-'l __________ _ 
716 CC1!Jl=10CO.O/(l.C+R•SQRTF(FJJ) 

__________ Q{ __ 71 7 I .=.J.L~~y 1 
J S L fl = f\ X+ 4- I 

717 .CCZ I I J=C.G 11 JSLBJ ·--------------------------------·-··-··----------·--··---
CC1(~XP2)=1C0C.O 

C_ C 2. ( }\} £.. 2_)__:-=_Q__._Q ___ _ 
CC2!2l=lCCC.O 

_____ cc 11_2 J=IJ. c _ 
BETAJ2=SETA~S~RTF(HETAJ 

--·-----· __ 0 I f:'Et~SI CN G1~f'J~ A ( 2_~?..r . .S_Q_l_ 1 Q_~U~J-?9.? __ ,_50 ) ________ , ____ _ 
DC 203 I=3,1\XP2 

____ /\__I_= L _____ -·· ·-- ---
AlS=SCRTFIAI-2.5) 

___ DC _2_0_3 ___ ~_:=_0 50 __________________________ _ 
13J=J-l 
DELTA(IIJJ=(3.C7•BJ)/(BETA32•AIS) 

----20 3 GA-~~ .A. ((,·J )-;,-c-i:Tt-,;(f;J);-£f.T7fT6. Oi!A 1-2.5)) 
NTRLS=l ------- - ---~ ------· 

C PHASE CNE, CRANK-NICHCLSO~ 
OI~ENSION 0!52J,AJ(52J,B(52l,Et52l,W(52),Q(52),Gt52~l _____ _ __ 18_.1 __ =_2 ~o+-i:o7i3ffA ___ · · 

_________ r- C TR = 2 • 0 I e_ET A_~_?,_._O _________________ _ 
DC 19 I=l1NXPZ 
Cll!Il=O.C ------- ·---·-·· --
C211Il=O.C 

___ C3_1 II J:::_~_. _ _c_ 
C41tll=C.C 

1 •J c !\ ( l ) = c • 0 
-------- ---- c (\ t 2 , =-co 1 ( -.3--i/A 

--------------------'----------· 
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BLAYER 

Clll3l=CNI2l 
____________ _O_C __ 2_Q_ __ L=:_l_.~_N_X_,_P_,_2 _ _,__ _____________________ _ 

20 CP!Il=C.O 
______ 01_= 

O-C~2_3_J_=_4-,-~~.X~P~~~------------------------------------

------· ____ c PJ u __ =_c o tLJ.~.u~-------------------·---------------· -·--· 
DO 21 I=2tN 

_____ 2 L.Cf>LLL~_CJ'H_U_"-:-::---------~---------------
9Cl IF IN-49) 90St.900t900 

_______ 9 r:_s.:-:.._N_:;:_t\_-f:.l ____ _ 
9 C C D I 2 ) =C C 1 ( J) .f.·co_l_I-:-J--7"1-:--H-C_P_I_3_)_+_F_C_T_R_•C-:-P-I-2-:J-------------

----. _ .DC ..?2 .. J.:::3t..N_..~.. ___________ _ 
22 Dlll=CPil·l"IHPit+UHCTR•CP!l) 

_________ gj_2 _ _l_=_C_L?'-'-l.L/-"-'A ________________________ _ 
W!2l=A 

______ D_(: __ 2_'!_ K=]_1N 
24 W!Kl=~-1.C/~IK-1l 

_______ DC_ 2 5 L=3,_N __________ ----:--:-:---
2~ GILJ=(C(L).f.GIL-1)1/W(L) 

Cl\ '-~-)~_G_U'H 
1'\f'Jl=N-1 

____ _DC 26_I=2_Lt_:IJ:),_ ________________ _ 
ISUB=I\+1-I 

_______ 2~ ___ C_f\_(_l __ SL,;B l_:=G_I_t_SlJ_BJ_!.~.~.LU!.~ll!JJ.LJilL~UBL ____________________ _ 
C211Jl=CNI3l 

------=C 31 I J l =CN.-'-'-:-1 4'-'J'------ ___ ------------------------· 
C4l(J)=CNI5J 

---=-2=-3 -:C_l_l_(_.))__:=_CN I 2"-l'--~------------------------
Cf\lll=100C.C 

------ _D c .? 9_I =_N_,_tJ_X E.~-----
29 Cf\ltl=C.O 

DC 73C I=lti\XP2 
---=7=3-=-o---=-c 'FITiT=T~~-=t-7-1.:...;>..:...:..:._=----------------

c PHASE TWO, BOUNOA~Y lAYE:R t CRANK-N lCHOL=-=S,_,O:c.:.N,__ __________ _ 
---- N=-3·----------. 

DC 2Cl l=ltf\XP2 -----e: izTfT;:;TQ{C.-6--
czzt l l=lOCO.O 

----C32(1)=10CC.O 

______ C_4_?_U > = .~1 o~c~o~."-'o~----------------------------
zcl Cl\ll)=lOOGaG 

__________ c_c:_f'_J_t ~-'--=-Lt l.!_9_i:GJ.IJ'J:1.AJ_l illJ_!_c o 2' :u . .t..LU..~ o-.G.Mi.~A1.3..L?.> +Q.E:J.I~-' ~-~ Z.J.t• to_o_v_~_q 
lll/IDELTAI3,2l+2.0) 
C12(3l=CNI2l ------·oc-2o4r;-1; l\....,.x=-=p:-::z------------------

zc4 CPitl=lOOG.C -- ----t;-c-ic·r;··--.r;-4~. ,..,~x.....,p=-z,.--------------------------

cpttl=co21J-u ----- o·c·· l·a6·· f::"2M~·-j\"--'---------~---------.. -----·-··w·-····---·· 

-~2CC-·6 ~X_I _1 l_::_~N_I 1---'-l __ -----------------------------
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BLAYER 

-----------------------
9C4 IF IN-49) 9G3,902,90i 

__ 9C 3 __ N_:=~_t_L_ _______ _ 
9 C 2 C 0 I 2 J = I 1 • 0 +GAt-' ~A !-J-,-2-J_J_•_(_C_0_2_(_J ___ l_l-'+-C_0_2_1 _J_)_J_+_( _O_E_L_T_A_! -J-, -2-J ---2-. -0-J -.-C -p -, =2-l -+ -, -1-. -

____ _ly~GP-~J,~2~l~l-'•~C~P~I~3~l~----------~----------------------------------
DC 207 1=3,1\ 

_2C.J._i)[)j_Jl..=_{_l,Q:+ GA~~Al..J_, JjJ_!.C2J.l-=J.J.__+JJlELIA ( J I I) -2.0 l..!.CJ~JJJ..:t-_ll_. 0:-GAtJ.MA_(_JJ_ 
11-l l*CP! Ii-I J 

_____ C_QLT\_l_:_u__, _ _Q + G M~,.. A I J, N l J • C PI N-1 l +I CELT A ( J 1 N l- 2. 0 l * C P ( N l + 2 0 C 0. 0 • ( 1 • 0-G 
lt\,..MA(J,NJ J 

________ J)_Q___z_c_e K,___=.....__.__,_,l\~------------------------------------------------
zcs t\J(Kl=CELTA!J,Kl+2.0 

____________ o_c_ 2_0_9 __ L =_J_,_f:l _________ _ 
B(L-ll=GA~MA(J,L-ll-1.0 

__l__C_2___Ej___l__)~- ( L • c + G A,.. M A ( J I l ) ) 
Wl2l=AJ(2l 

DC 21G K=3~"~-----------------------------------------------------
0!K-1l=BIK-1l/W!K-ll 

____ 2_l_Q_W I !:<J. =P_J J_K_ l =J !_I<_Li!...QJ.t<-~1.-~.--________________________ ___ 
Gl2l=CI2l/W(2) 

____ __,0'-"'C 2 11 L = ;3 1\ 
211 G!Ll=ICILJ~-~E~!~L~l-*~G~{-l--~1~)~f~/~W~(-L~l--------------------------------------

------"'C "-~--> _::_G_L~l_ __ 
1\,..1=1':-1 

----~--Q_C_]1_? __ t=; 2.L!\tl) ________________________________ _ 
ISUB=I\+1-1 

212 CI\!I~L.8J~GIISLB)-CNIISUB+1J•Q(IS~BJ 
C221Jl=CN!3-l 

_____ !=_~_2_(__JJ =C_,~_4 l. ___________________________________________ _ 
C42(J)-=CN(5) 

__ f__C_.?_C_l_2 __ 1 __ J_l_:_C.!'\_I_n~----------------------------
CI\Ill=C.O 

____ ()_(; ___ 2_U_I = ~I\'-'-X'-'-P...!:2=--------------------------------------------
213 CNI ll=100C.C 

DC 731 I=l,I\XP2 -i3TC-F2TCJ = C-NIIT--'--'---'=---------------------------------------

CCNVERGENCE PRCCECURE ---------- --·- -- ------ -··--. ···'-·------:.=..:::..:.:.::=-----,----,-------------------
31 NAOJ=C 

DC 33 J=3,~N~X'-'-P~l~---------------------------------------------------
ISUP=I\X+4-J 

OERI~=ABSF( I-(25.C•C01(JJ-48aO•C12(1SUBJ+36.0•C22(ISUB)-16.0•C321ISU 
----::-c1B-) + 3-~o-..tc4 2 ( 1 SUB) )It 2 5. O•CO 11 J) -4 8. O•C 11 I J) + 36. O•C z"1 I J) -16.0 •C31 ( J l 
______ 2_+_3_~~-•_C_4.1JA lJ:-:f{_JL~ J - -------

IF IERR-EALll 33,33,32 
32 N/\CJ=t\ADJ+l 

CCTN-ri:;T4-8~-C-•.__,C_l--=2-l-I--=s::--u·-,B--=)---3-6-.-0-•-:C:-::2--:2--:I-I--=s--:u-B--=-)·-+-=-l--:6-.-0-•--=c--=3--=2-=-l-I--=S--:U~B--=-l---=-3-.-=-o-•-=C~4--::-2 < I SUS) + R 

1 * I 4 e • C • C 11 ( J ) -3 6 .• C • C 2 1 ( J J + 16 • 0 * C 3 1 l J l- 3 • 0 • C 41 ( J ) l ) I I 2 5 • 0 * ( R + 1 • 0 l l 
____ _c:: cr\'fh--; C c-f (Jl+"C C_~ V * l C I N C- C 0 1 I J J l --------

COl!Jl=CNE~ 
-----toi(fsLo l =c<YiTJf ----

33 COITII\L;E 
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...... -- .. ---·-·- ----······- ----- -· ··- ·--· ·--·-·-··--------

-·- ----·----------- ·-·-· --------------
t3LAYER 

-- -------- ··-----·-----·-------- ------------------------·-··. 
~RITE CUTPUT TAPE 3,34,~ACJ 

3 4 F C R fJ AT ( 6 f- 1\ AD J = IJ) ________________ _ 
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 3,7,CF212l,CF112l 

___ 7 __ F Ck 11_A T __ __(_$H __ {:f f'_(_2_l:::_E.._l_Q__.__5_L_{lli_c.f_ll?J.=:__,_F_,l,_,Q,_,,.._.5'-'l'---------
IF ~~~CJ-5) 41,41,35 

_3 5 N H L S =_I\ TR L S + 1 __ __ --------------------------------------- _____ _ 

c 

IF INTRLS-61) 37,36,37 
36 __ cera 1 4:J, 37,_371 ,_NJRI..JI-'----
37 IF INTRLS-4ll 39,38,3<; 
38 _ GC ___ lC _!41J_,_!t0J39JJ_J-_T_g_t,y 
39 GC TO 18 
!-fC G_C TO_ ECO _ 

FI~AL INTEGRATIONS 
__ _ ____ 4 1 DE_ L,_ = \'_X_ _ _____________________ _ 

UI,.,ENSION RATIOL (199) 
FC T_=_ ( __ s__~illJJ _._l_~_l_g_~_ll_f:_J_il._l3_f;._IAl_)_~ ( 1. C + R l /2000.0 
DC 42 I=3,NXP1,1 

--------------------------

4 2 C H T I lJ Ll I- 2l =I F C T/12. 0 J .* (_2_5_ .C * C 0 1J I _l -4_!:!_• _9_* Cj _ _l_(_j )_+3_6 __ _!_0_•_C 2 __ 11 I l -16. _o •_C_ 
Ul I ll+J.J•C41 I I l J 

------ - --~--V-~!~-=_~_Q ____________________ ---------
OCC=C.C 
;~ X ~~ 2 = 1\ X- 2 

---- -~--------------------~-

1\lXI' J=i\X-J 
. - DC 

1
t3 . K =2_, _N_)(M_? '2 . ------------------------------------------- -------------------------. ----- ------------------

43 EVE~=~VEN+RATIOL(K) 
CC 44 K=J,NX~3,2 

--~~-[; U = Cl:·r:·+-r{ifi(fL~('--.:K=-l:-----------------------------
[)f:t\ =i\ X-2 

---------------~~A r 1 C!< ~--(·2-. 0 •0-C-0+-4~ C• EV Er:f+RATfOLTT .. f+RA T I CL ( N X-1) l I ( 3. 0-;-QfNf··---~~-----.-
C· rc TAL TR/\1\S FER_ FRCM __ .fli-'_1\SE ~-~E ----------- ________________________ .. _________ _ 

FCT=Il.J+Rl/6COO.O•SQRTF(J.1416/IBETA•DEL)J 
UlJD=C.': --------------------------------------------------- .... ------------ ---------------
t:VCf\=G.8 
fJC 45 1=2,NX,2 

- --45_i:_'iEi\ =E VEN+C F l ( () ____________ _ ----------- -----------------·------------

'\I;W1=f\X-1 
-·-·--· -·· DC '-.. 6 ·(~3,.NXI~·l,2 

4o LJCC=CCC+CFl I I) _____________________________ _ 
--- -- -----T T R i\ S 1 =-F C T -c.-( 4 • 0 *EVEN+ 2 • IJ * 0 C C + 10 C 0 • 0 +C F 1 I N X P lJ J 

C fCTAL 'rRJ\1\SFER FRCM PHASE TWO 
----------r=r:·-·r=·( 1. J+t.f>-1-·( 2-2-ifCf:C*R--.;·B-FTTI'-~-0-EL--:-l---------------------
________ CCC =C. 0 

_ _ _ ____ o c _ 2 1_4 J = ~ -'--" _x_,_ 2 ____ _ 
'tl\.iT=J-1 

---· -------

_____ ?)_4____ t: v ~ f\_'=. E_y E r~_+ ~~}-~ ( 10 C 0. 0- C F 2 ( J ) _), __________ _ 
DC 215 J=3,1\XM1,2 
:.J\.iT=J-1 

----·zp)-UClJ=CCC+WGTid 10(f6-:-o=CF2(-j}J- ------------------------------------ ---- ---,--- ---
---- _________ T T R f\ S 2 = F C T * ( 4_._9~E_V_E__ N_+_2_!. 0 *CCC ! __________ _ 
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-·- ·----~------------·-· ----------------- ·----------
BLAYER 

--- ··-· -.-···-···· ----- --------------------· ------------------··----------~--- -- -··-··· --------------
c PRl~TEC OLTPUl ANC RETURN TC NEXT RUN 

c 1 wRITE CVIP_I,!l_T__I\PCPt.92.tN~W~_S_____________ _ _______________________ _ 
t2 FCR~AT !25Hl CUTPLT FRC~ R~N_NU~eER l~l 

'IIR I Jr _(_l)_Tf_Ul_JA!l.LJL9!!~_J_B_UA.t~AI,._L_t.N_luJ_hl_L_NTRLS _ 
S4CFCR~Al (3hOR= F10.4/6H HET•= F1C.4/6H EALL= F6.5/4H NX= 14/SH INT= 

l 14/7-bNTRLS= 14)_ _ _ _ ---------------------------·-· . ________ _ 
WRITE CUrPUl TAPE 3,910,CC~V 

91:; !"C!{ ~AT _ ( 2.Ct:i ___ C(::N\IERGENC L fA(JQR= U 0. 4 '---) __ _ 
f~ wRITE CUfPUT TAPE 3,66,RATICK,TTR~Sl,TTRNS2 

f ,: Cf CR ~~AT U ~H_C_~l __ K __ F13C~~ INIE 13 f ACJ/II,_lNURLOB_!?QL":{I_$= _E.JX~.a!. .. Y>H_:K /_Kf: __ _ 
1FRU~ TCTAL TRANSFE~, PHASE 1= F12.8/ 35H K/KF FRCM TOTAL TRANSFE~, 
2 Pn/ISF 2"' F12.8) _ _ . _ _ . ___________ ......... __ _ 
~RITE CUTPUT TAPE 3,67,(RATIOL!Il,I=l,NXM1l 

c 1 r: C k rv /I.J __ ( ~ 4f-iC_L CCAL, ___ K_/_K __ fJlR __ JNH~.!'-i_AL_POI_NT S~ _Qf _ _l_NJ.fR __ FA~_ELU_GF_l _ _l_!4_)J ___ _ 
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Fig. 1. (a) Cocurrent exposure; (b) countercurrent exposure. 
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Fig. 2. Over-all mass transfer coefficients - deviation from 

Eq. (1). 
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Fig. 3. Local mass transfer rates, Model l. 
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Fig. 4. Local mass transfer rates; comparison of models. R = l. 
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Fig. 5. Interfacial concentrations, Model l. 
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Fig. 6. Interfacial concentrations; comparison of models. R 1. 
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Fig. 7. Effluent concentrations; comparison of models. R 1. 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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